Metrics

Metrics are numeric samples of data collected over time. They can measure infrastructure, such as operating system performance or disk activity, application performance, or custom business and operational data that is coded into your organization’s applications.

Metrics are an effective tool for monitoring, troubleshooting, and identifying the root causes of problems. They can help your organization:

• Gain end-to-end visibility into application performance.
• Track key performance indicators (KPIs) over time.
• Determine if an outage has occurred and restore service.
• Determine why an event occurred and how it might be prevented in the future.

To interact with other Sumo Logic users, post feedback, or ask a question about metrics, visit the Sumo Logic Community.
• Metric Query Error Messages
• Share a Metric Query

• Metric Charts
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You can visualize metrics data in the Web Application.

• Create a Metrics Query and Visualization
• Create and Tailor Line and Area Metric Charts
• Create and Tailor Single Value Metric Charts
• Interacting with Metric Charts
• Choosing a Quantization Interval for a Chart
• Metrics Outliers
• Add a Metrics Visualization to a Dashboard
• Use Log Overlay to Analyze Metrics Visualizations

• Understand and Manage Metric Volume
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Learn about how metric ingestion and storage, metric data limits, and how metric throttling works.

• Data Limits for Metrics
• Disabled Metrics Sources
• Metric Ingestion and Storage
• Metric Throttling

• Metric Rules Editor
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Sumo's metric rules editor  an interface you can use to to tag metrics with data derived from the metric identifier.

• About Metric Rules
• Create Metric Rules